In this paper, a novel multiple objects detection and tracking approach based on support vector machine and particle filter is proposed to track players in broadcast sports video. Compared with previous work, the contributions of this paper are focused on three aspects. First, an improved particle filter called SVR particle filter is proposed as the player tracker by integrating support vector regression (SVR) into sequential Monte Carlo framework. SVR particle filter enhances the performance of classical particle filter with small sample set and improves the efficiency of tracking system. Second, support vector classification combined with playfield segmentation is employed to automatically detect the players in sports video as the initialization of tracker. Third, a unified framework for automatic object detection and tracking is proposed based on support vector machine and particle filter. The experimental results are encouraging and demonstrate that our approach is effective.
INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of the amount of broadcast video necessitates indexing and storage of them to facilitate efficient querying and browsing. In order to enable effective indexing, it is important to understand the semantics of the video. In this paper, we focus on broadcast sports video which is a kind of popular television programs and needs to understand the semantics of the content to handle various queries.
Semantic understanding of sports video can be considered as understanding the process and strategy of the game. The position and trajectory of players in the game can provide useful information to facilitate such semantic analysis. In order to achieve such performance from the video, detection and tracking of objects (players, ball, and lines) is required. The detection and tracking reveals the movement of the players on the field, which can be used to detect certain events or understand the overall trend and strategy of the game. Although detection and tracking of objects have been a poplar topic in computer vision and image processing, tra c k e r a s s ig n a tio n tra c k e r re le a s e most of existing approaches assume special conditions such as fixed or multiple cameras, single moving object, and relative static background. In broadcast sports video, these strict conditions are of relaxation. First, the cameras used to capture sports game are not fixed and they are always moving to follow the players. Second, the broadcast video is an edited video where the broadcast sequence feed is selected from frequent switches among multiple cameras according to broadcast director's instruction. Third, there are numerous players moving in various directions in broadcast video. Finally, the background in broadcast sports video changes sharply. Thus detection and tracking of players in broadcast sports video remains difficult. There have been many efforts devoted to player tracking in sports video such as [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Some approaches track players using single camera [1, 2, 3] while others [4, 5] attempted to track players from the video fed by multiple cameras.
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-player detection and tracking approach based on support vector machine and particle filter. Fig. 1 shows the framework of our approach. For each video frame, playfield detection is first performed. The regions inside the extracted field are considered as the player candidates. Then recognition module is employed to eliminate the non-player candidates. For each of selected player regions, if it is identified as a new appeared player, a tracker is assigned. Filtering based trackers keep tracking players in the frames. After each tracking iteration, the player disappearance module evaluates whether the current tracked players leave the scene. If it does, the corresponding tracker is released.
SUPPORT VECTOR CLASSIFICATION BASED PLAYER DETECTION
In player detection task, we assume that the playfield pixels are the dominant components in most of the video frames and players are always located within the area of playfield. Since player region in video frame is small and very easy to be blurred due to the camera motion, this may result in the failure of player segmentation. Here we adopt a converse coarse-to-fine method that segments playfield first to obtain the player candidate regions. Then player model based on support vector classification (SVC) is employed to finely recognize the final player regions.
Playfield detection
The playfield color model is constructed using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [6] . GMMs have powerful ability to form smooth approximations and arbitrarily shaped densities.
Color distributions of playfield pixels are modeled in the hue-luminance space because hue reflects color of the court and luminance corresponds to the lightness of the color that reflects lighting conditions of the stadium. The conditional density of a pixel belonging to playfield region is modeled with a convex combination of M Gaussian density components as illustrated by Eq. (1).
where i w is the mixture weight, and
Each component density is a Gaussian with mean vector i and covariance matrix i :
where d is the dimension of sample data. Fig. 2 (b) shows a result of playfield detection. GMMs with 4 components are utilized in our experiments. After playfield pixel detection, we employ the region growing algorithm [7] to perform the post-processing so as to connect playfield pixels into regions, eliminate noises, and smooth the boundaries. Fig. 2(c) shows the corresponding experimental result. We can see that the player regions are extracted successfully. But some false regions, such as super-imposed caption, logo and line mark in the field, are also segmented.
Player region recognition
Usually in tracking applications, we are quite often interested in tracking a particular class of objects such as people or vehicles. In this case, we can train a classifier in advance to distinguish between the interested and uninterested object. Support vector machine (SVM) [8] is used in our approach to train the classifier. SVM has been successfully applied to a wide range of pattern recognition and classification problems. The advantages of SVM over other methods consist of: 1) providing better prediction on unseen test data, 2) providing a unique optimal solution for training problem, and 3) containing fewer parameters compared with other methods. Another important motivation of using SVM is that support vector regression (SVR) is applied in our particle filter tracking framework. Consequently, a unified detection and tracking framework is constructed based on support vector machine and particle filter. Some training samples for support vector classification (SVC) are illustrated in Fig.  3 . The collected samples are manually generated from the original frames and false segments of playfield detection.
The feature fed into SVC utilizes the color model proposed in [9] which is obtained by histogramming technique in the Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) color space. We first define ( 
where is the Kronecker delta function, C is the normali- . This model associates a probability to each of the N color bins. Fig. 2(d) shows the final result after support vector classification. It is obvious that the false segments after playfield detection have been eliminated. The final segmented players are identified as new appearance if there are no associated trackers. Then the new trackers are assigned and initialized for the succedent tracking iterations. Particle filter utilizes sequential Monte Carlo method for online inference within Bayesian framework and has been successfully applied for visual tracking [9, 10] due to its ability to carry multiple hypotheses and relaxation of linearity/Gaussian assumption. For classical particle filter, large numbers of samples are needed in practice to properly approximate density over time steps. However, the size of sample set is directly related to the computational cost and should be kept as small as possible. We adopt a simple but effective sample re-weighting scheme based on support vector regression (SVR) [8] to tackle this problem which results in the proposal of SVR particle filter [11] . The posterior density of particle filter 1:
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at time step t is given by a weighted sample set
in a discrete form:
where ( ) is the Dirac delta function, 1:
z is the history of observation up to time step t . Considering Eq. (4), samples need to be weighted more accurately if we reduce the size of sample set. In classical particle filter, it is separately that the weights are evaluated by likelihood function ( | ) t t p z x . However, the robustness of ( | ) t t p z x in practice is influenced significantly by the noise of circumstance such as background clutter, deformation of non-rigid object in visual tracking. Therefore, a few weights will be corrupted which mislead the corresponding false samples close to the true state. The small set with false samples will result in a noisy posterior distribution leading to significant sample impoverishment consequently.
SVR particle filter introduces support vector regression into sequential Monte Carlo which re-weights samples accurately by smoothing the distribution via regression function to eliminate the noise in posterior. With the context of particle filter, the posterior density is usually nonlinear/non-Gaussian. We cannot specify its parameterized representation in advance. Support vector regression is a nonparametric technique. Therefore it is more suitable to tackle our problem than other existing parametric regression methods. Moreover, SVR is robust to noisy distribution and can work effectively even with small sample set.
Considering the weighted sample set
and Eq. (4), i t x can be treated as a sample point drawn from the current posterior distribution and i t w as the corresponding density value. Intuitively, we can construct the regression function t f over
where ( ) K is the kernel function adopted by SVR. Afterwards, each sample is re-weighted using Eq. (5) to generate new weighted set
where each weight is refined. Essentially, SVR particle filter utilizes the regression func-tion obtained by Eq. (5) to transform samples from a discrete space into a continuous space. Kernel function in regression is used for smoothing so that each sample is reweighted using the information of its neighboring samples rather than separately in classical particle filter. Since reweighting is implemented at every time step, the efficiency and diversity of sample set is maintained and sample impoverishment is avoided. More detail about SVR particle filter for player tracking can be found in [11] .
After each tracking iteration, player models generated by support vector classification from player detection module are employed to check each tracked region. If the region is classified as non-player for L consecutive frames, we treat the player to be disappeared or lost from tracker. Then the corresponding tracker is released in order to perform next detection and tracking iteration.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance and scalability of our approach, the test clips in our experiment are extracted from 4 videos recorded from live broadcast television including the games of soccer, hockey, American football, and basketball. The videos are compressed in MPEG-2 standard with the frame rate of 25fps and the resolution of 352 288 . 13 clips for consecutive far view scene in the matches are derived from the whole videos which the total number of frames is 3599.
The detailed experimental statistics are listed in Table 1 where SOPs means Sum Of Players appeared in all the frames, e.g. three players in the first frame and four players in the second frame, then SOPs is seven. As shown in Table  1 , the average accuracy of detection and tracking for 13 clips is 90.5%. This demonstrates that our multi-player detection and tracking approach is able to achieve good performance.
Due to the limitation of space, Fig. 4 just illustrates the result of one clip. We can see that our approach is able to detect all the players in the scene including the situation of player coming in (at frame 30 for goalkeeper and frame 120 for white player) and out of frame (at frame 90 for white player). The players were tracked successfully as long as they were detected. This demonstrates SVR particle filter is effective for player tracking. However, in some situation, the player cannot be detected and tracked. This is because 1) the player region is so small that it is falsely treated as noise in the background, 2) the player region in the frame is very close to the caption, logo, or line mark in the field that may lead to its merger with adjacent region when performing post-processing after playfield detection.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel multiple objects detection and tracking approach to track the players in broadcast sports video. SVR particle filter by integrating support vector regression with classical particle filter is utilized as player tracker. Automatic detection using support vector classification combined with playfield segmentation is employed to extract the player region from the video frame as the initialization of tracker. As a consequence, a unified framework for automatic object detection and tracking based on support vector machine and particle filter is constructed. This framework can be widely used to solve other problems for multiple objects detection and tracking.
Due to many crowded scenes in the broadcast sports video, our future work will focus on dealing with occlusion issue for player detection and tracking.
